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Abstract
The continuity of biological tissue between consecutive
biomedical images makes it possible for the video interpola-
tion algorithm, to recover large area defects and tears that
are common in biomedical images. However, noise and blur
differences, large deformation, and drift between biomedi-
cal images, make the task challenging. To address the prob-
lem, this paper introduces a deformation-aware network to
synthesize each pixel in accordance with the continuity of
biological tissue. First, we develop a deformation-aware
layer for consecutive biomedical images interpolation that
implicitly adopting global perceptual deformation. Second,
we present an adaptive style-balance loss to take the style
differences of consecutive biomedical images such as blur
and noise into consideration. Guided by the deformation-
aware module, we synthesize each pixel from a global do-
main adaptively which further improves the performance of
pixel synthesis. Quantitative and qualitative experiments
on the benchmark dataset show that the proposed method is
superior to the state-of-the-art approaches.
1. Introduction
Consecutive biomedical image interpolation is important
in biomedical image analysis. Mechanical damage in the
sample preparation process and the destruction of biological
tissues during electron microscope imaging can cause large-
area defects in consecutive biomedical images. At present,
the preliminary work in the field of sequence slice inser-
tion is little [12], and the image restoration methods are not
effective when dealing with large area defects. However, in-
terpolation methods can predict non-defective intermediate
frames, which can replace intermediate frames with large
area defects. Besides, intermediate images contribute to im-
prove registration results with sudden and large structural
changes, improve semantic segmentation accuracy, and en-
sure 3D reconstruction continuity.
For the natural image, frame interpolation methods pro-
cess occlusion, large motion, adopting depth maps, optical
flow, and local interpolation kernels. Depth [5, 4, 18, 11,
17, 2, 10, 6] is one of the key visual information to under-
stand the 3D geometry of a scene and has been widely ex-
ploited in several nature scenes. However, each pixel of the
electron microscope image is at the same depth, so depth
estimation is not required. The ultimate goal is to synthe-
size high-quality intermediate missing frames and optical
flow estimation [3, 8, 15] is used only as an intermediate
step. Kernel estimation based methods [13, 14] combine
motion estimation and frame synthesis into a single convo-
lution step. Large estimation kernels are necessary if large
deformation occurs. The memory consumption increases
quadratically with the kernel size and thus limits the large
motion to be handled. Besides, traditional convolution used
in kernel estimation is unable to build a global relationship.
As for feature extractor, kernel-based methods adopt the U-
Net structure to extract the hierarchical features of the input
frames. The pooling process of U-Net can damage context
information, making it difficult for intermediate frame syn-
thesis.
In this work, we propose to implicitly detect the defor-
mation by utilizing the deformation-aware layer for con-
secutive biomedical images interpolation. The proposed
deformation-aware layer exploits a two-level sparse self-
attention mechanism to build global dependency for the
output frame. This means that each pixel of the interme-
diate frame takes into account the global deformation be-
tween the input frames. Specifically, we first learn hier-
archical features from the two input frames via the resid-
ual dense network [20]. To better preserve timing infor-
mation between two consecutive frames, the siamese struc-
ture is adopted for feature extraction. Then, the proposed
deformation-aware layer processes the input feature maps
and synthesizes the warped frames. In contrast to the ker-
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nel estimation layer, the proposed deformation-aware layer
generates intermediate frames with clearer boundaries due
to the global perceptual deformation. Extensive experi-
ments on multiple types of datasets, produced by scanning
electron microscopy, indicate that the proposed method per-
forms against existing consecutive biomedical image inter-
polation methods.
2. Related Work
3. Method
An overview of the proposed deformation-aware inter-
polation algorithm is shown in Fig 1, which is primar-
ily based on siamese residual dense network, deformation-
aware layer and blendnet. Given two input frames It−1
and It+1, the goal is to synthesize an intermediate frame
Iˆt. We first encode the feature maps, denoted by Ft−1→t+1
and Ft+1→t−1 , through siamese residual dense network.
Then, the proposed deformation-aware layer synthesizes the
warped frames warp0 and warp1 based on Ft−1→t+1 and
Ft+1→t−1. After obtaining the warped frames, the blendnet
generates the interpolated frame Iˆt by linearly fusing.
3.1. Siamese Residual Dense Network
To preserve the structured information when generating
the corresponding hierarchical features of the input frames,
we utilize the residual dense network as the basic feature ex-
tractor. As shown in Fig 1, residual dense network(RDN)
mainly consists of three parts: shallow feature extraction
net(SFENet), residual dense blocks (RDBs), and finally
dense feature fusion (DFF). Besides, the frame interpola-
tion task requires two consecutive frames as input to gen-
erate intermediate frames. Here, the siamese structure is
adopted as illustrated in Fig 1, which preserves the tempo-
ral information between consecutive frames during gener-
ating hierarchical features and contributes to decrease the
computational consumption.
3.2. Deformation-Aware Layer
After extracting hierarchical features through the
siamese residual dense network, the proposed Deformation-
Aware layer based on multi-level sparse self-attention re-
places the kernel estimation. The key of the proposed multi-
level sparse self-attention lies in the multi-level decomposi-
tion of the original dense affinity matrix A, each time de-
composing the dense affinity matrix A into the product of
two sparse block affinity matrices AL and AS . By com-
bining multi-level decomposition, long-range attention, and
short-range attention, pixels of each position can be syn-
thesized from the information of all input positions. We
demonstrate how to estimate the long-range attention ma-
trixAL or the short-range attention matrixAS and perform
multi-level decomposition in Figure 2.
Long-range Attention. Long-range attention apply the
self-attention on the subsets of positions that satisfy long
spatial interval distances. As shown in Fig 2, a permuta-
tion is first adopted on the input feature map X to compute
XL = Permute(X). Then,XL is divided into P parts and
each part containsQ adjacent positions(N = P×Q). Here,
XL = [XL1 ,X
L
2 , ...,X
L
P ], (1)
ALp = softmax(
(WfX
L
p )
>(WgXLp )√
d
), (2)
ZLp =Wv [(WhX
L
p )A
L
p ], (3)
ZL = [ZL1 ,Z
L
2 , ...,Z
L
P ], (4)
where eachXLp ∈ RC×Q is a subset ofXL,ALp ∈ RQ×Q is
the sparse affinity matrix based on all the positions from in-
put feature map XLp and Z
L
p ∈ RC×Q is the updated output
feature map based on input feature map XLp . All other pa-
rameters including Wf ,Wg ,Wv ,Wh , d are the same as
self-attention section. Finally, all the ZLp is merged to ac-
quire the output feature map ZL in equation 4. From the
equations above, we demonstrate the actual affinity matrix
of long-range attention as below,
AL = diag(AL1 ,A
L
2 , ...,A
L
P), (5)
The equation shows that only the small affinity blocks in the
diagonal are non-zero.
Short-range Attention. Short-range attention apply the
self-attention on the subsets of positions that satisfy short
spatial interval distances. The decomposition principle is
similar to the long-range attention mechanism.
Multi-level Decomposition. The combination of long-
range attention and short-range attention can effectively
model global dependence. However, the computation of
the small affinity matrix ALp from long-range attention is
still not very efficient. We continue to decompose the sub-
feature map XLp . Here, we only perform two-level decom-
position. As illustrated in Fig 2, we first adopt a permutation
on the input feature map X to compute XL and divide XL
into P parts. Second, we apply a permutation on the input
sub-feature map XLp to compute X
′L
p = Permute(X
L
p ) =
[X′Lp1,X
′L
p2, ...,X
′L
pP′ ], N
′ = P ′ ×Q′. Parameters here
are similar to long-range attention. Then, we repeat the pre-
vious long-range attention and short-range attention steps
in sequence, to calculate ZLLp and Z
LS
p . After acquiring the
updated output feature map based on the input sub-feature
mapXLp , we merge all the Z
LS
p to acquire the output feature
mapZL. Finally, the output feature mapZS can be obtained
through performing short-range attention on ZL directly.
Figure 1. Overview of the DAN algorithm, which includes the siamese residual dense network, deformation-aware layers, and blendnet.
Figure 2. Illustration of Deformation-Aware layer. L-RA and S-RA denote long-range attention and short-range attention, respectively.
Complexity. For the implementation of the self-attention,
we directly utilize the open-source code [19]. Given the
input feature map of size H × W × C, the complexity
of interlaced sparse self-attention [7] can be minimized to
O(4HWC2/k+3(HW ) 32C/k), and the complexity of the
proposed method can be minimized to O(12HWC2/k +
6(HW )
4
3C/k). Thus, our method has a significantly lower
computational complexity than the first one.
Loss Function. Biomedical images are quite different from
general natural images, since biomedical images are imaged
through the electron microscope. These images have the
characteristics of rich in noise and different degrees of blur,
which determine that general loss functions are not suitable
for consecutive biomedical image interpolation task. Thus,
the loss function for training the proposed network is a com-
bination of style reconstruction loss, feature reconstruction
loss, and pixel-wise loss. Specifically, the total loss in the
proposed algorithm isLtotal = α·Ls+β ·Lf+γ ·L1, where
the scalar α, β, γ are the trade off weight, and the constant α
is 1e6, the constant β = γ = 1, Ls,Lf ,L1 denote style re-
construction loss, feature reconstruction loss and pixel-wise
loss, respectively.
3.3. Implementation Details
Below we discuss implementation details with respect to
training dataset, training strategy, and data augmentation.
Training Dataset. We evaluate the proposed approach on
two major types of biomedical images: ssTEM images and
ATUM images. Here, we use the CREMI1 dataset, pro-
vide by MICCAI 2016 Challenge as ssTEM images. To
avoid limitations of data types, we also use our mouse
cell datasets based on ATUM with z-axis resolutions of 8
nanometers as ATUM images. Each dataset adopts a triplet
as a sample for training, where each triplet contains 3 con-
secutive biomedical images with a resolution of 512 × 512
pixels. To eliminate the brightness inconsistency of the
electron microscope image, histogram specification is per-
formed on each dataset, which contributes to improving the
robustness of the algorithm.
Training Strategy. The proposed models are optimized us-
ing the Adam [9] with the β1 of 0.9 and β2 of 0.999. We
set the batch size to 3 with synchronized batch normaliza-
tion. The initial learning rates of the proposed network are
set to 1e-3. We train the entire model for 30 epochs and
then reduce the learning rate by a factor of 0.1 and fine-tune
the entire model for another 20 epochs. Training requires
approximately 3 days to converge on one Tesla K80 GPU.
The whole DAN framework is implemented using PyTorch.
Data augmentation. For data augmentation, We randomly
flipped the cropped patches horizontally or vertically and
randomly swap their temporal order, for all datasets. All
input images are randomly cropped to 512× 512.
4. Experiments
In this section, we first conduct ablation study
to analyze the contribution of the proposed feature
extractor,deformation-aware layer and loss function. Then,
we compare the proposed model with state-of-the-art algo-
rithms on different types of biomedical datasets. The aver-
age Interpolation Error(IE), PSNR and SSIM are computed
for comparisons. Lower IEs indicate better performance.
Loss functions. The proposed method incorporates three
types of loss functions: pixel-wise loss L1, feature recon-
struction loss Lf and style reconstruction loss Ls. To re-
flect their respective effects, three different loss functions
are adopted to train the proposed network. The first one
only applies L1 loss and represents this network as ”L1”.
The second one applies both L1 loss and Lf loss in a linear
combination and represents this network as ”Lf”. The third
one applies L1 loss, Lf loss and Ls loss in a linear com-
bination and represents this network as ”Ls”. As shown in
Fig 3, the last ”Ls” leads to the best visual quality and rich
texture information. Results generated by ”Ls” are visually
pleasing with more high-frequency details. In addition, the
1https://cremi.org/
style of the images is almost the same as the ground truth.
As a result, the proposed network adopts this scheme as the
loss function.
4.1. Model Analysis
We analyze the contribution of the two key components
in the proposed model: the siamese residual dense network
and the deformation-aware layer.
Siamese residual dense network. To analyze the effec-
tiveness of the siamese residual dense network(SRDN), this
feature extractor is compared with other famous feature ex-
tractors, including the U-Net feature extractor(U-Net), the
siamese U-Net feature extractor(SU-Net), and the residual
dense network(RDN) on the CREMI datasets and ps8nm
mouse dataset. As shown in Table 1, the proposed SRDN
feature extractor outperforms previous state-of-the-art fea-
ture extractors, obtaining almost the best performance on
PSNR, SSIM and IE.
Deformation-aware layer. To analyze the effectiveness of
the proposed deformation-aware layer, the feature extractor
adopts a siamese residual dense network. After the feature
extractor, we append the classic kernel estimation layer, the
state-of-the-art interlaced sparse self-attention layer and the
proposed deformation-aware layer, respectively. As shown
in Table 2, the proposed deformation-aware layer(DAL)
shows a substantial improvement on the CREMI and ps8nm
mouse datasets, against both kernel estimation layer(KEL)
and interlaced sparse self-attention layer(SSA).
4.2. Comparisons with State-of-the-arts
We evaluate the proposed DAN against the follow-
ing CNN-based frame interpolation methods: SepConv-
L1 [14], SepConv-Lf [14], SepConv-Ls [14], DAIN-L1 [1]
and DAIN-Ls [1], in terms of PSNR, SSIM and IE. In Table
3, we provide quantitative performances on the CREMI A,
CREMI B, CREMI C, and ps8nm mouse dataset. Our ap-
proach performs favorably against all the compared meth-
ods for all the datasets, especially on the ps8nm mouse
dataset with a 2.48dB gain over SepConv-Ls [14] in terms
of PSNR. In Fig 4, the DAIN-L1 [1] and DAIN-Ls [1] can-
not handle the large deformation well and thus produce
ghosting and broken results. The SepConv-L1 [14] and
SepConv-Lf [14] methods generate blurred results on both
membrane structure and mitochondria. The result gener-
ated by SepConv-Ls [14] is more similar to the first frame
than the intermediate frame, especially around mitochon-
dria. In contrast, the proposed method handles large defor-
mation well and generates clearer results.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel deformation-aware
consecutive biomedical image interpolation algorithm,
which combines motion estimation and frame synthesis into
Figure 3. The effect of loss functions.
Extractor CREMI A CREMI B CREMI C ps8nm mouse
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM IE PSNR SSIM IE
U-Net [16] 18.10 0.4295 16.75 0.3549 16.26 0.3542 28.82 14.59 0.2219 36.55
SU-Net 18.12 0.4352 16.71 0.3417 16.18 0.3280 29.71 14.75 0.2089 35.99
RDN [20] 17.73 0.4448 16.59 0.3521 16.44 0.3451 28.75 14.85 0.2195 35.53
SRDN(ours) 18.26 0.4374 16.79 0.3712 16.46 0.3575 28.38 15.04 0.2156 34.81
Table 1. Results on hierarchical features.
a single process using a deformation-aware layer. The pro-
posed deformation-aware layer implicitly detects the large
deformations using the self-attention information and syn-
thesize each pixel by effectively establishing long-range de-
pendencies from input frames. Furthermore, we exploit the
siamese residual dense network as the feature extractor to
learn hierarchical features and reduce the parameters. The
experiments show that the proposed approach compares fa-
vorably to state-of-the-art interpolation methods both quan-
titatively and qualitatively and generates high-quality frame
synthesis results.
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